Abstract. This study aims to create a queuing system engineering during peak hours. The analysis was done by using queuing theory method with M / M / S calculation. The calculation is to get the average service time, average waiting time, and queue structure. The result of this research is the average service time per person 5 minutes and average waiting per person 13 minutes The standard service time for each customer is two minutes.. The system engineering is done by making 2 queue lines, where the first line for the client queue that carries less than 2 transaction applications with 1 Teller and the second line for queue is more than equal to 3 application transactions with 3 Teller. Queue analysis based on consumer behavior is able to optimize bank services without having to add service servers.
Introduction
The survey shows waiting times, convenience and bank staff services are factors that influence customers in choosing a bank [1] . Fast transactions greatly affect the convenience of customers. A Teller bank is expected to serve customers quickly so it does not cause the queue too long. Very long queue make the customer feel uncomfortable, considering their time wasted when they queue up before being served.
Research on queuing system of bank teller service has been done, such as queue at Indian bank [2] , South Africa [3] Ethiopia [4] , Ghana [5] , and Indonesia [6] . The research results is the addition of server service so that the length of queue is reduced. This is reinforced by the research conducted by Haoaa & Yifeib [7] that by using business process reengineering, optimal services are obtained based on simulations and the entire situation uses six servers at Nanjing Branch Commercial Bank. Based on the simulation process, an increase in service utilities in Malaysian banks can be done by increasing the number of services and removing the service table and standardizing the shift of all counters [2] . There is a little research about the queues that provide solutions to organize the system so that the queue is reduced without adding service server. This research tries to set existing queue system based on service user characteristic without increasing number of service server.
The queue system at one Banks in Banten based on arrival, where the first come first served and using multi channel, while for the process there is one stage (single phase 
Theoretical Background
The queuing process is a process related with the arrival of a customer at a service facility, then waits in a row (queue) if all services are busy, and finally leaves the facility [8] - [10] . Queues exist because the needs for services beyond the capacity or service facilities are busy. Bank queues are influenced by the number of queues, number of services, and optimal level of service [11] .
Discipline queuing is the rule by which customers are served, or service discipline that includes the order of the customers receiving the service [12] - [14] . The queuing discipline discusses the policies under which customer are selected from the queue to be served, based on the order of arrival of the customer. There are four forms of service discipline commonly used in practice, namely:
a. First Come First Served (FCFS) or First In First out (FIFO) ie the customer who comes first will be served, such as queuing system at Bank, gas station, cinema ticket purchase, etc. b. Last Come First Served (LCFS) or Last In First Out (LIFO) is the last customer queuing system will be served first. For example the queue system in the elevator for the same floor c. Service In Random Order (SIRO) is a call based on chance at random, no matter who comes first, usually arises in a practical state d. Priority Service (PS) is the service given to those who have higher priority than those with lower priority, even though it has already arrived in the waiting line. Based on the nature of the service process, it can be classified service facilities in the arrangement of channel (single or multiple) and phase (single or multiple) which will form a different queue structure. There are four basic queue structure models that are common in all queuing systems [15] - [17] ie:
1. Single Channel-Single Phase. Single channel means that there is only one path to enter the service system or there is one service facility. 2. Single Channel-Multiphase. Multiphase shows there are two or more services performed sequentially (in phase-phase), such as in car wash, car painters, mass production lines and so on. 3. Multichannel-Single Phase. A multichannel-single phase system occurs whenever two or more service facilities are fed by a single queue. For example ticket counter that can be served by some officers, etc. 4. Multichannel-Multiphase. This multichannel-multiphase system has several service facilities at each stage, so that more than one individual can be served at a time.
Research Method
This research was conducted in a Government Bank, Cilegon, Banten. Data collection was carried out for 5 days, start on Monday to Friday from 05 to 09 June 2017. This research method uses double track queue system (M / M / S). Before the data processing, data adequacy test and distribution fit test were done. The data adequacy test is used to determine whether the amount of data is sufficient or not sufficient [18] , [19] . Chi Square test to know the distribution in accordance with the group of frequencies observed with the group of frequency assumed as expected then performed matching test distribution [19] .
N' : The amount of theoretical data (minimum data observation) N : Number of observed data K : Confidence level (95%, k = 2) S : Degree of observational accuracy (5%) X : Observation data N > N'
Oij : the number of clients observed in row i column j Eij : number of expected customers in row i column j b : number of rows k : number of columns X 2 : chi square
The value of Eij can be searched:
The test criterion is H0 accepted, if x 2 count <x 2 table. H0 is rejected, if x 2 count> x 2 table with the real level α = 5%, and the degree of freedom (d.f) = (b-1) (k-1). Assuming that customers waiting for service form a single line and will be served on the service station that was first available at that time [20] , [21] . Multiple line queue models are found in most banks. A public pathway is created, and the first-line customer is first served by the teller. 
Result and Discussion
The observation data from the Bank is tested to determine the accuracy. In the calculation of the test data adequacy is also required level of accuracy and level of confidence. In the work measurement activity will be taken 5% accuracy and 95% confidence level.
Based on the calculation results obtained the minimum number of observations (N ') is 169, while the number of observed data (N) is 183. Because the number of observed data more than minimum required data (N> N'), it can be concluded that the data taken is enough. Sufficient data will be processed to the next stage which is calculation of chi square test. The calculation is to know the distribution of poisson and exponential in arrival or service.
From Table 1 the number of arrivals (n) and frequency of observation (fn) generated will be obtained the probability of arrival (pn) and the expected frequency (en) to determine the value of chi square (x 2 ). Based on calculations obtained the results of many chi square test arrival that can be seen in Table 1 , that the value of x 2 count = 16,1674 <19,675 = x 2 table, then H0 accepted and H1 rejected. Thus the probability distribution for many clients arrives distributed Poisson.
The probability distribution of service time is determined by using service time data. The probability distribution of service time is tested by Chi Square test which is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 use chi square test of service time. It can be seen that the value of x 2 count = 26.8138> 16.919 = x 2 table, then H1 = received and H0 is rejected. Thus the probability distribution for service time is not exponentially distributed. A Bank in Banten uses a Multichannel-Single phase queue structure with 4 persons as Teller, so for calculations it can be completed using M / M / S where in multiple pathway models are often found two or more service stations available to handle customers. Assuming that customers waiting for service form a single line and will be served on the service station that was first available at that time.
The number of service facilities is four and there is only one path where each customer carrying one or more transactions in one line so that the result of average arrival (λ) = 44, average service (μ) = 12 and the number of services s = 4, then obtained with the result that is the usefulness level of service facility (P) = 92%, the probability no customers in the system (P0) = 0.91%, the average number of subscribers in the queue (Lq) = 9, the average number of subscribers in the system (Ls) = 13, the average time customers spend in the queue (Wq) = 12.6, the average time spent by customers in the system (Ws) = 17.4 and the probability of waiting in the queue (Pw) = 82.65%.
The teller's queue system use multi channel-Single Phase, where there are four service facilities and there is only one path for every customer who will transact. Customers who transact can bring one or more application transactions and enter a queue line that has been provided to wait before getting service. The result of the system is already known the value and the amount above, that with four Teller using one line has the average value of the number of subscribers in the queue (Lq) = 9, the average time spent by customers in the queue (Wq) = 12.6 and etc. The problem will be solved with dividing the queue path based on the number of transaction applications that the customer does.
Teller queue line with four Teller originally there is one queue line for general transactions will be divided into two lanes to transact. Client transactions that are less than equal to two transaction applications will enter queue line with one Teller service and customer transaction more than equal to three transaction application will enter queue line with service of three Teller.
Based on Table 3 . it can be seen that the number of servers four and there is only one queue line the value is higher than the two queue lines, where one queue path consists of the number of three servers with transactions greater than equal to three and one queue line again consisting of one server with transactions less than equal to two. The conclusion that it will be more optimal Teller service to the customer if the Bank uses four Teller with divided into two lines queue based on the number of transactions. Consumer behavior that carries more than one application affects the length of the queue and service. Queue engineering based on consumer behavior is able to optimize bank services without having to add service servers as was done in previous studies. 
Conclusion
The result of this aproach is to make 2 queue process line, where the first line for queue process of client which carry less than equal to 2 transaction application with 1 Teller service and second line for queue process more than equal to 3 transaction application with 3 Teller service. Average customer waiting time is 13 minutes per person and Teller service to the customer has an average time of 5 minutes per person, after the simulation as above, for 3 Teller, the average customer waiting time is 11 minutes per person, the average service time of Teller to 6 minutes per person and for 1 Teller obtained average customer waiting time to 12 minutes per person while the average Teller service to 3 minutes per person. Queue analysis based on consumer behavior is able to optimize bank services without having to add service servers. This research can be continued by analyzing teller to get effective work processes in serving bank customers.
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